Introduction of Bills

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Introduction and First Reading of
Bills, Memorials, Joint Resolutions and Concurrent Resolutions

April 11, 2021 - Sunday
91st Day
2021 Regular Session

PLEASE NOTE:
Added sponsor Pink Slips must be in the WORKROOM or on the Rostrum by 2:00 PM today.

E2SSB  5126
By Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senators Carlyle, Saldaña, Conway, Das, Frockt, Hunt, Liias, Nguyen, Pedersen, Salomon, Stanford and Wilson, C.; by request of Office of the Governor)

Concerning the Washington climate commitment act.

Referred to Committee on ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY.

ESSB  5478
By Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senators Keiser, Mullet, Billig, Cleveland, Conway, Das, Hunt, King, Kuderer, Liias, Lovelett, Nguyen, Randall, Rolfes, Saldaña, Stanford, Van De Wege and Wilson, C.)

Concerning unemployment insurance relief for certain employers.

Referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.